Abstract -The problem of robust automatic road detection in remotely sensed images is complicated by the fact that the sensor, spatial resolution, acquisition conditions, road width, road orientation and road material composition can all vary. A novel technique for detecting road pixels in multi-source remotely sensed images based on the phase (i.e., orientation or directional) information in edge pixels is described. A very dense map of edges extracted from the image is separated into channels, each containing edge pixels whose phases lie within a different range of orientations. The edge map associated with each channel is de-cluttered. A map of road pixels is formed by re-combining the de-cluttered channels into a composite edge image which is itself then separately decluttered. Road detection results are provided for DigitalGlobe and TerraServerUSA images. Road representations suitable for various applications are then discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Roads (or more broadly, lines-of-communication) are entities commonly stored in Geographical Information Systems (GIS's). Unfortunately, because current images are not always available and manual road detection is laborintensive, line-of-communication networks stored in GIS's are often incomplete or outdated. This situation can jeopardize the use of road data to guide the search for moving vehicles or to provide corroborative evidence in suspected detections of moving vehicles.
It is thus important to be able to automatically detect roads in recently acquired remotely sensed images.
Pixel classification techniques are useful for detecting roads in multi-band images when the spectral signatures for most types of road pixels are known and the spectra for nonroad pixels are distinguishable from the spectra for road pixels ( [1] ). While relatively simple and computationally efficient, these road detection methods lack robustness. They typically do not work well on monochrome images and are sensitive to changes in imaging sensor, time of day, season of year, weather conditions, etc.
Texture classification techniques seek image tiles whose textures resemble road textures. Since the orientation of road texture varies with road direction, it is important to use texture analysis techniques, such as those based on Gabor wavelets, that can take orientation into account ([2]- [4] ). One might expect texture classifiers to be more robust than pixel classifiers, especially if the images are first pre-processed with a gradient or high-pass filter. However, they require example textures, which can vary significantly depending on the type of image, and type or width of the road.
Hough transform techniques, when applied to small rectangular image tiles, can be used to detect roads in edge images by seeking parallel lines separated by a prescribed amount ( [5] ). They are not well-suited to detecting roads of arbitrary width. Also, because they are very sensitive to clutter, success requires the de-cluttered input edge images to be of very high quality.
An interesting alternative technique for detecting road pixels in multi-source remotely sensed images based on the phase (i.e., orientation or directional) information in edge pixels is described in Section II. The technique is designed to be robust across images acquired by various sensors under a variety of conditions. A very dense map of edges extracted from the image is separated into channels, each containing edge pixels whose phases lie within a different range of orientations. The edge map associated with each channel is de-cluttered. A map of road pixels is formed by re-combining the de-cluttered channels into a composite edge image which is itself then separately de-cluttered. Road detection results are provided for DigitalGlobe and TerraServerUSA images in Section III.
Road representations suitable for various applications are then discussed in Section IV.
II. PHASE-BASED ROAD DETECTION
The road detector presented in this paper uses a dense edge image as input. Edges are traditionally detected either by seeking zero-crossings in Laplacian-of-Gaussian filtered images at locations of sufficient derivative amplitude ( [6] ) or by seeking local maxima of sufficient amplitude in the mathematical gradient of pixel gray-scale intensity ( [7] ). A simpler method (attributed to Prewitt) that pre-dates these techniques computes the "composite" directional derivative at each pixel as a weighted sum of vectors from the center of the pixel to the center of each of its 8 neighbors ( [8] ). For pixel (x,y), the Prewitt directional derivative can be generalized to multi-band images as
where B is the number of spectral bands (1 for monochrome images), u(x,y) represents pixel (x,y) (a scalar for monochrome images and a B-element vector for multi-band images), and R(x,y) is the 8-neighborhood of pixel (x,y). 
A very dense edge image can be obtained by choosing a 0 = 0 (as in our examples). We chose to completely thin the resulting edges morphologically. The phase-based road detection algorithm decomposes a very dense edge image into separate channels, each containing edge pixels whose phases lie within a different range of orientations. There are N channels corresponding to target phases of φ n = n∆ φ , n = 0…N−1, where ∆ φ is chosen too close to zero), the edge channels will tend to have too few edge pixels and the edge curves will tend to be broken because edge phases tend to be noisy. If too loose a threshold is imposed (∆ θ is chosen too close to π/2), the edge channels will tend to contain not only edge pixels with phases close to channel target phase, but also many edge pixels with phases far from channel target phase, which defeats the purpose of creating separate channels in the first place. Roadmaps tend to become busier as ∆ θ increases. We have empirically established that ∆ θ < 10° is typically too restrictive, and use ∆ θ = 20° in all our examples.
Phase-based road detection is based on the idea that roads can typically be modeled as sets of extended line or curve segments that are connected. Since connected edges in channel n correspond to line or curve segments at orientation φ n , one might expect to be able to detect roads by extracting extended line or curve segments from each edge channel and merging the results into a composite roadmap. Extended line or curve segments can be extracted from an edge channel by applying a de-cluttering process that removes edge segments with less than N channel pixels. Once the de-cluttered edge channels are recombined, the composite roadmap can be separately de-cluttered by removing edge segments with less than N composite pixels. The composite roadmap will be unaffected if N composite ≤ N channel . N channel and N composite are user-supplied parameters for which smaller values tend to produce busier roadmaps. Fig.1 provides a graphical depiction of the phase-based road detection process.
III. EXAMPLES 
IV. ROAD REPRESENTATIONS
The phase-based road detector produces low level representations of roads, namely maps of road pixels. Although this might be sufficient if the objective is to render detected roads, higher level road representations are needed if the objective is to find the distance from a suspected object to the nearest road or to update a map of road networks stored in a GIS.
Distance maps (arrays of distances from each pixel to the nearest road pixel) explicitly support the objective of measuring distance to roads, and there are efficient algorithms for generating distance maps from binary images (e.g., [9] ). Distance maps provide a slightly higher level description of road networks than road maps, but require more memory.
Road and distance maps constitute raster representations of roads. Vector representations are more compatible with GIS's and more compact. The simplest vector representations are lists of road pixels. The notion of road pixels can be generalized to rectangular road tiles with multiple pixels. Road tiles must contain sufficient numbers of edge pixels from a single orientation channel with relatively few edge pixels from other channels. One might also require road tiles to cover roads of prescribed widths. The attributes of a road tile might thus include position, dimensions, road orientation, road width and road centroid. Road tiles provide a mechanism for connecting roads that contain disconnected edge pixels. They also provide a mechanism for generating polyline representations for roads (as in GIS's). The polyline vertices are road centroid attributes of road tiles. Two road centroids are connected if the two associated road tiles touch and have compatible road orientations.
V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
A novel efficient method for automatically generating low level representations of roads directly from digital multi-source images based on edge phase has been introduced and demonstrated. Future work will address techniques for connecting disconnected curve segments so that road map clutter can be further reduced. Also, methods for migrating from raster (road image) to vector (polyline) representations of roads will be pursued.
